
Everything is a Cricket 

 

The greatest things God created on earth—certainly greatest then “Sex “ and I 

know what he meant. To those who get it. Cricket counts among life’s highest 

pleasures said, W G Grace.  

The space where Cricket is King of the sports.  

• Australia and England are the oldest Test teams and played the 

first-ever Test match in the history of the game. That was back in 

1877 and the Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG) hosted it. A 

century years later, the two teams played a Test match to mark 

the 100th anniversary of Test cricket at the same venue where it 

all began. In both games, the result went in Australia’s favour. 

Not only that, they won both games by 45 runs. 

 

 

Now human took sigh of relief, everyone has been vaccinated to feel safe and 

free, all those horrible thoughts were gone and human beings accepted the 

challenge of this pandemic and around the world. The pandemic damaged the 

economy harshly. But human being never defeated by such kind of crisis. The 

mankind always accepted the challenge.  

 

Slowly but surly life is back in normal. Now everyone is searching the happiness 

and joy in our lovely game of cricket with full enthusiasm and excitement.  

 

It is a universal truth, first impression is a last impression. We stamped a 

shining accomplishment. We crashed them with huge total 275 runs. our 

openers launched their campaign with majestic manners. The first causality was 

misunderstanding between Sjjad and KD Rijk. Rijk running without watching 

his partner. Bothe were in dead side of the wicket.  

 

Now the real partnership started. Hamid playing with cautions 

and occasionally he smashed glorious boundaries and 

delightful single were treat of the eyes. It was proper cricket and perfect 

partnership between Sjjad and Hamid. Unfortunately playing a loos shut and 

give away his wicket mid off easy catch.   

Hamid Mir, 

Standing sweep, beautifully timed lofted drives that were so reminiscent of his 

century. Hamid is dynamic all rounder, superb individual performance 119 well 

done Sir.Very economical bowling only 1 wicket, but winning catch.  Man of 

the Match. 

 



But show has been stolen by Rafael within no time smashing 50 runs were a 

perfect thrill more beautiful then Harry Potter. Huge sixes and 

cracking boundaries were Wonderfull to watch. 

All credits goes to our genius captain sir Ware de vroe. He sacrifices his 

bowling and batting for youngster. That is the true spirits of the game.  

 

J.Stinchcomb, 

First of all, convince yourself, that you are the best, because rest of your life is 

going to go proving this to others. Wseim Akram Said, but J.Stinchcomb 

is constantly improving.  

The great architecture was to J.Stinchcomb, behind the wicket observing the 

every move of the batsman is a great sign of cricket knowledge was 

unique. N’doubt his sharp wicket keeping was mesmerised everyone. Amazing 3 

stamps and 19 runs remarkable contribution sir. You are a hero. 

 

Picnic time, 

 

The most pleasing and socialised, The collection was €275.00 but our 

honourable president contributed 5 jugs at the end of our festivals. 

6 people contributed 30€ each, 4 people 20€, only 1 person 10€. lot of people 

offers individually many jugs. 2 tray snacks i tray patties.It has been long time 

we had enjoyed delightfully atmosphere. That is all gentleman.  
 


